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It is so crucial to take care of the space you take up on
this planet. Connect with nature, and listen to your

inner voice and wisdom. Make good choices about who
you are in this world and learn about the authenticity

that makes you, you! This will lead to living a
connected, joyous, and whole life. 



jane gee

For Jane Gee – a certified Master Holistic Esthetician, aromatherapist, and
flower essence practitioner – that next step was the founding of janegee.
And, yes, wonderful things have happened. But before that, there was a
lifetime of fascination with nature’s healing powers.

As a child in Australia, Jane’s earliest influences were her mother, who had a
keen eye for quality and craftsmanship, and her father, always immaculately
groomed, who introduced her to the healing powers of herbs. She learned the
Latin names and the properties of the herbs as a child, studied at Australia’s
renowned Ella Bache College of Skin and Beauty Therapy, and, later, in
France. After traveling the world, she settled in the United States.

Along the way, Jane developed an intimate knowledge of nutritional skincare. 

Today, Jane continues to pursue her passion of nutritional skincare by
creating the janegee line of high-quality, all-natural skincare products and
guiding others in the use of natural essences to better themselves. “Achieving
healthy skin is simple,” says Jane, “it’s all about understanding the vital
relationship between your body and what you put in it. Your skin understands
natural ingredients.” Jane and her team believe that if you learn the language
of your body, you will understand how to properly take care of it.

About Jane
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Creating White Space
At janegee, we believe that creating a daily dose of
white space is important for your well-being.

Empowerment at Home
Everyone has a different definition of what makes
them feel their personal best, but one thing is clear:
Empowerment begins with learning to love yourself.

The Benefits of Air Bathing
Did you know that “air bathing” is actually a thing?
In the 19th century, it was made popular in health
resorts both by the sea and in mountainous areas. 

Changing Times
We are living history. Living the long-held prophecy
and beliefs of many indigenous nations and
prophets from all time. 

Beauty Products & the
Environment
Personal care products and pollution. I have always
said that if your oceans and rivers are polluted, you
need to look at what you are putting on and around
your body.
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01 Creating White
Space

At janegee, we believe that creating a daily dose of white space is
important for your well-being. White space in life is similar to the idea of
white space in design; negative space with a purpose. It creates a balance.
It allows you the chance to pause, reflect, focus, and be successful on other
aspects of your day.

Disconnect yourself from the interference of the world. Start your day by
avoiding your phone, computer, and social media for an hour after waking
up. This is the best time to incorporate white space as it allows you to set
yourself up for a productive day.



It’s necessary for the brain to have a vacation daily. Not only to promote

productivity, improve sleep, and increase creativity, but disconnecting from

digital devices daily can prevent heart disease, dementia, and Alzheimer’s

disease.

Go for a walk, do yoga, meditate, or simply do something that you love to put

you in a good mood for the rest of the day. Sit and look at nice scenery,

connect with nature, garden, etc. Being out in nature and exposing yourself

to natural sunlight will give you a natural boost of energy.

Walk barefoot on the earth. This will recalibrate your system, give you a

boost of energy, promote better sleep and reduce inflammation. The earth is

filled with free electrons, when people expose bare skin to the earth, those

electrons naturally flow between the earth and the body. When we create a

barrier with socks and shoes, we don’t get access to the beautiful recourses

the earth has to offer. 

Similarly, foresting, or forest bathing, is also very beneficial for your physical

and mental health. It’s a Japanese practice that has been proven to lower

heart rate and blood pressure, reduce stress, improve hormone production,

boost the immune system, and improve overall feelings of well-being. Forest

bathing means to be in the presence of trees. Forests are homes to a variety

of plants, fruit, vegetables, and wood, all of which are sources of essential

oils. Just by inhaling the air in a forest can improve your immune system.

Studies have found that people are immediately more rested and less

inclined to stress after foresting

Creating White Space Continued... 



Sit alone in a quiet room and let your mind wander

Draw, color, or paint

Go for a walk or run

Work out

Write or journal

Meditate

If you live in a city environment and are concerned about your ability to enjoy

the benefits of foresting, just find a nearby park. Exposure to trees, even if it’s

just a few, can relieve stress levels. It’s more important to have regular

exposure to some trees rather than sporadic visits to dense forests.

Other ways to create more white space in your daily routine: 

It doesn’t matter what you choose to do, but we encourage you to create

some white space for yourself, After all, it’s yours, so own it!

Creating White Space Continued... 
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We’ve been thinking a lot about empowerment lately, and we’ve
really enjoyed talking to so many amazing women about what
empowerment means in their lives. 

Everyone has a different definition of what makes them feel their personal
best, but one thing is clear: Empowerment begins with learning to love
yourself.

Look in the Mirror

If you’re struggling with self-esteem — or just to make time for yourself in
your busy life — start by taking the time to really see yourself. Lock the
bathroom door and take some time to look in the mirror. Look at yourself the
way you might look at your child or a wonderful friend. That means
forgetting about the flaws and looking into your eyes.

Take a moment to say “I love you” to the woman standing there. It may
seem a little silly, but it’s a powerful gift to give yourself each day. When you
love yourself, you take good care of your body and your spirit, and that, in
turn, leads to a happier, healthier you that’s ready to take on the world.

Empowerment at
Home: Your Daily
Routine



In addition to checking in with yourself in the mirror, try adding these steps
to your morning routine to provide loving care for your body and mind.

An Empowering Routine

Before you step into the shower, begin with an intention. What worries or
negative thoughts would you like to wash away from your mind? Name
them, then release them and you cleanse your skin and hair. We love the
gentle, nurturing quality of milk soaps for a daily cleansing ritual.

Cleanse

Self-care is about giving your mind and body what they need to empower
you to be your best self throughout the day. For your skin, that means
applying the right face oil and vitamin creme to combat the toxins that build
up throughout your day. For your mind, nourishment comes in many forms.
Try a mini-meditation while you moisturize: Think of something that’s toxic
your wellbeing and release it as you breathe out. As you inhale again,
envision breathing in calmness and light.

Nourish

One of the best ways to feel empowered throughout the day is to stay
focused on what you’re doing. As you leave your bathroom in the morning,
remind yourself that it’s the last time you’ll see yourself for the day — so
smile! When you have an empowering morning routine, you won’t worry
about what you look like, and instead can focus your energy outward.

Engage

If you feel stressed during the day, remind yourself of your morning intention
to refocus. You can also try a quick breathing exercise to calm your nerves:
simply breathe in for a count of four, hold it for a count of seven, and breathe
out for a count of eight. This technique encourages your body to relax, no
matter where you are or what you’re doing.

Empowerment is all about making the most of each day that you’re given.
Take a few moments at the beginning of each day to remind yourself of how
powerful and unique you are, and you’ll face the world with all the
confidence you need to enjoy your life.

Release

http://www.livestrong.com/article/149332-4-7-8-breathing-exercises/


03 The Benefits of
Air Bathing

Did you know that “air bathing” is actually a thing?

In the 19th century, it was made popular in health resorts both by the sea
and in mountainous areas. The idea or notion that bathing in the sea, taking
in the sea or mountain air, whichever was the case, was a popular thing to
do. Even Benjamin Franklin believed that the common cold was caused by
spending too much time cooped up inside, so he began to take regular “air
baths” to avoid getting sick. He opened the windows in his house and sat
by them naked to get the full benefits of the fresh breeze. He believed that
the air would open the body’s pores and pull out the toxins. Despite his lack
of medical knowledge, he was really onto something.



One of the first things my mother told me to was to expose my baby’s skin to

the air to stimulate lymphatic movement, and clean and strengthen her skin.

I didn’t quite understand nor did I think to question it. It was just something

we did. The air will cleanse the skin and help build strength. We’re often so

afraid to let children sit in the sun or play in the dirt. But we are all a part of

nature, and we benefit from being as close to nature as possible. The sun is

a life source. It provides us with important vitamins and actions in the body

that keep us healthy. Connecting our bare skin to the earth gives us access

to its powerful magnetic energy. It keeps our hearts healthy and reduces

stress and pain. That’s why we all feel so great when we spend a day out in

nature.

 

Forest bathing is a similar concept, but involves surrounding yourself with

trees. This age-old practice of going for a walk in nature has been around for

eons, but it wasn’t until the early 1990s that Japanese doctors began

prescribing time away from urban centers to reconnect with nature and get

grounded, de-stress, and lower blood pressure. Today, it is recognized as a

treatment program for ill patients. The idea is to go to a forest or park,

anywhere with access to trees. Do not go with an alternate purpose, you

aren’t going to hike, or have a specific destination in mind. Let your body be

your guide, disconnect from technology, and walk slowly through nature.

Open all of your senses to what’s around you, and fully absorb your

environment. Feel the breeze and the sunlight dance through the trees,

touch the bark, close your eyes, and take a deep breath. Trees and forest

environments are the sources of a variety of essential oils, from wood,

plants, fruit, and vegetables. You’ll have access to these just by being there.

The Benefits of Air Bathing Continued... 



The Japanese conducted studies that showed significant reductions in blood

pressure and certain stress hormones after forest bathing. They found that

by inhaling tree-derived compounds, known as phytoncides, the activity of

white blood cells was enhanced. The inhalation of cedar wood oils

specifically was found to cause a small reduction in blood pressure as well.

The average American spends 93% of their time indoors. Between work,

grocery shopping, gym sessions, and more, it’s easy to forget to spend a

little time outdoors. About 42% of the US population is vitamin D deficient.

Additionally, an estimated 103 million US adults have high blood pressure

and are at risk for heart attacks and strokes. Do your body a favor and get

out into nature. Make it a part of your daily ritual to step outside, or open a

window, take a deep breath and clear your mind. In these colder months, I

love to finish a moment of air bathing with a warm cup of tea. Your skin and

body will love you for it.

The Benefits of Air Bathing Continued... 
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We are living history. Living the long-held prophecy and beliefs of
many indigenous nations and prophets from all time. No matter
your belief system, religion, or devotion, all rivers run to the ocean
as all spiritual belief systems lead to your own spiritual
awakening. 

Many of you have been on your own spiritual path and on this path may
have pondered why you have been meditating? What’s the purpose? Why
is it that you are doing the work? Why are you investing in healing yourself,
reading all those self-help books?

Well, this is it. The rehearsal is over. It’s time to put your practices to the test,
to take your teachings and live in their truth. For it is times like these where
we can implement our discoveries.

Together, we are in the shift, the ending of life as we have known it, and the
beginning of the new. This is a call to unite as one race to live better lives, to
be in tune with nature and the natural cycles of life. If you look around you,
people are beginning to value those things that are more important than
anything else. Family, health, concern for your neighbor. We are witnessing
a positive shift in our environment. We are witnessing the world coming
together, even though we are apart. We are taking a stand for one another,
finding creative ways to express love for those near and far. We are
collectively being challenged to walk in compassion, and empathy, to be of
service, and rise to our highest self.

Changing Times



Our native American and indigenous tribes have never lost touch with this
truth, and now it’s our time to see what we are made of, individually and as
one. This is the time to turn within. To dive deep, deeper than you have ever
gone before. To pause and seek the lesson that lies within this space of
uncertainty, this space of unknown waters. To ask ourselves, what type of
person do I want to be? One who lives in fear or one who lives in love? Go
beyond the ego and meet yourself. Meet your truest, highest self. Choose
light over dark. Good over evil. Love over fear.

Now, more than ever, we need ourselves and we need each other. Now,
more than ever we must focus on self-care, on health, and well-being for
ourselves, our families, and our neighbors.

Allow yourself to feel. This type of work is not easy. Living in this
newness that none of us have experienced before can spark a wide
array of emotions. Be patient with yourself. Be kind to yourself. Feel
what you need to feel and keep moving forward, towards love and
compassion. 
Create white space every day. Unplug. Take a break from social media,
television, and all devices. Check out a recent blog post for more white
space inspiration.
Meditate. Daily. Get quiet, and allow your thoughts to come and go.
Connect with your breath, mind, and body. Or, try a silent walking
meditation. Pay attention and observe the nature and sounds around
you. Bring your family with you and challenge them to remain in silence
and share your discoveries together afterward as a family.
Fuel your body with nutrient-dense meals, packed with immune-
boosting vitamins and minerals (see a list of supporting supplements
below). Stay hydrated. Get adequate sleep.

Things you can do for health care and natural well being:

Changing Times Continued... 

https://janegee.com/blogs/latest/the-benefits-of-me-time


Try an at-home workout. Many studios and gyms are now offering
online virtual classes/programs. Stretch. Walk outside. Get your energy
flowing!
Walk barefoot on the earth. The earth electrons that flow naturally
between your body and the earth will recalibrate your whole system.
Go for a walk in the woods. Foresting is beneficial for your physical and
mental health. It’s known to lower blood pressure, reduce stress,
improve hormone function, and gives you a deeper sense of well-being.
Write. Journal. Compose a handwritten letter to someone you care
about. Start a blog. Get a head start on that book you want to write.
Get creative. Draw, color, paint, start a craft project. 

Move your body.

Changing Times Continued... 

Speak words of gratitude. Say thank you every morning and every night.
Say it out loud so nature hears you. All day every day be mindful of
being grateful for every little happy or positive thing that happens to you.
By doing this you change your vibration. You will notice abundance all
around you and soon it becomes a part of you. You will always feel
happy and full.
Think of what you can do for others before you fill yourself up with your
own wants and desires.
 

Sing, like no one is listening.
Dance, like no one is watching.
Play. A board game, a puzzle, cards. Just play!

Stare out a window and let your mind wander. 

I believe that we are being called to a higher purpose. A unity amongst
leaders, communities, and nations with a shared purpose of hope and love,
and humanity.

Let’s become better together because together we can hold each other up.
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How Your Beauty
Products are Impacting
the Environment

Personal care products and pollution. I have always said that if your oceans
and rivers are polluted, you need to look at what you are putting on and
around your body. We are dealing with many more inflammatory skin
conditions, premature aging, and hyperpigmentation on the skin and body
than ever before, mostly a result from urban pollution. Could your products
be a culprit? Not to mention the damage your products could be causing the
planet. The cosmetic industry is one of the least regulated in the country.
The FDA does not require approval for most ingredients used in makeup
and skincare products. That means companies are allowed to use almost
any raw material they’d like in their products. Including harmful and toxic
chemicals, and synthetics.

Ingredients (including harmful chemicals) can enter your bloodstream
within seconds. Just imagine what those ingredients are doing to the
environment.



Every morning and night when you wash your face or take a shower, you’re

washing off any chemicals from the products you’ve used during the day.

Those chemicals go down the drain and into the sewer system, and

eventually into our rivers and oceans. Scum builds up more readily in your

shower due to the chemicals. We notice a decrease in the level of residue

when switching to green products.

Take a look at the products you’re currently using and take note of the

ingredients. Are any of them potentially harmful chemicals? Notice how

much packaging has been used as well. Not only for the tubes and

containers you have but the boxes and plastic they were packaged in

before. Plastic has become a huge problem for our landfills and oceans. They

don’t break down easily, so they can be around for hundreds of years. Fish

and other wildlife can confuse plastic for food, or become trapped.

There’s a chance you are using multiple harmful products daily. It could be

your shampoo, conditioner, soap, deodorant, shaving products, sunscreen,

lotion, makeup, etc.

While all chemicals have the potential to cause harm to the environment and

animals, there are 10 common chemicals that have been found more often,

or in larger quantities in oceans and aquatic animals. They’ve all been

studied and found to cause harm to the ocean, coral reefs, fish, and/or other

animals.

Beauty Products & The Environment Continued... 



BHA & BHT are popular preservatives, often found in products like
moisturizers, perfume, and makeup. These chemicals have been known to
kill fish and causes genetic mutations in amphibians.

BHA & BHT

P-phenylenediamine can be found in dark hair coloring or lipstick. It has been
linked to the deaths of many aquatic animals.

P-phenylenediamine

This chemical is often found in nail polish. It has been linked to the death of
aquatic animals and plant plankton. It’s been shown to alter the behavior,
growth, and cause developmental problems in fish.

Dibutyl phthalate or DBP

Triclocan is used as a preservative and antibacterial agent in skin cleansers,
toothpaste, deodorant, soaps, and more. It can change the biochemistry of
fish, aquatic plants, and amphibians. It even has the potential to cause long-
term effects. Triclocan can also interact with other chemicals in the water to
form other toxic chemicals called dioxins.

Triclocan

Beauty Products & The Environment Continued... 

DEA can be found in almost any cosmetic and skincare product, most
commonly in moisturizers, sunscreens, soap, and shampoo. It is extremely
toxic to fish, amphibians, animal plankton, and more.

Diethanolamine or DEA



Exfoliating is damaging to your skin, but the little plastic beads in some
exfoliants can be dangerous for aquatic animals as well. They’re gathering
in lakes and oceans and transferring chemicals into the water system.
These chemicals could also vaporize into the clouds and come back as rain.
Fish and other wildlife mistake these tiny beads as food, and eat them,
causing damage to their digestive tracts. Some of your products may
contain microbeads without you realizing it. Check your toothpaste,
sunscreen, lip gloss, shampoo and soap. A single product could contain
around 350,000 beads. Product labels might also list them as micro-
abrasives, polypropylene, or polyethylene.

Exfoliating microbeads

Synthetic fragrances are found in many products, including shampoo,
perfume, soap, cleansers, creams, cleaning products, and more. Over 3,000
chemicals can be used as fragrances. Fragrance formulas are protected
under federal law’s classification of trade secrets and therefore, can remain
undisclosed, making it hard to know whether the fragrance formula contains
toxic chemicals. Wastewater treatment plants don’t break down fragrances,
so they’re able to go into rivers and oceans via sewage discharge.

Synthetic fragrance

Beauty Products & The Environment Continued... 

Silicones are used in anti-aging products, creams, lotions, makeup, hair care
products and more. High levels of this chemical have been found in Nordic
countries within the fish. When fish consume materials like this, we in turn
could potentially be consuming them as well, after eating the fish.

Silicones



Oxybenzone is also known as Benzophenone-3. It is commonly found in
sunscreens. So, when we swim, the chemicals are easily transferred into the
oceans. Showering sunscreen off can also lead it down the drain and into
the rivers and oceans. Oxybenzone is toxic to coral and is a contributor to
the decline of reefs around the world. High concentrations were found
around coral reefs in Hawaii and the Caribbean. A very small amount can
cause a lot of damage. Between 6,000-14,000 metric tons of sunscreen
lotion ends up in coral reef areas each year. Be very careful about the
sunscreen you use on your skin. Not only does it cause damage to the
environment, but it could also be damaging to your health. 

Oxybenzone

SLS is found in products that create suds or lather like shampoo, body wash,
foundation, face wash, mouthwash, toothpaste, and more. The problem with
SLS is that it is derived from Palm Oil, which you may already know is
difficult to harvest. In order to do so, mass deforestation is occurring. Avoid
SLS and SLES in all personal care products for your own health. When
buying products containing Palm Oil, look for sustainable options, marked as
100% RSPO certified Palm Oil. There are some wonderful companies
growing sustainable palm forests specifically for harvesting palm oil in order
to protect forests and natural habitats.

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS) / Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLES)

Beauty Products & The Environment Continued... 

Be mindful and be aware of what you’re using on your face and body. Avoid
chemicals at all costs, not just for your own health, but for the health of the
environment. Avoid using synthetic wipes for babies, makeup remover, or
other purposes. They don’t break down and can clog up landfill sites and
sewage systems. When blockages occur in the sewage system, raw
sewage overflows into the rivers and oceans. We often hear the stories of
the effects of plastic, excess carbon dioxide emissions, etc. but we rarely
hear about the effects our cosmetics could be having on the earth. What
goes on your body, goes into the earth. And just think, if the rivers and
oceans are polluted around you, so are you. Think about the chemicals that
could be coming from you. Take care of the space you take up on this planet,
make good decisions, be mindful clean and green.



Enhance your well-being. Embrace your truth. Celebrate yourself. We’re here
to help you. janegee is an independently owned business devoted to helping
you attain beautiful skin and hair, naturally.

But we are so much more. Our commitment to your well-being shapes
everything we do: The holistic approach of our services. Protecting the
environment. Serving the community. And, yes, creating all-natural skincare
and all-natural hair care products.

With over 40 years in the health industry, we've developed a keen sense of
what it takes to keep your body healthy, your mind clear, and your skin
radiant.

This online academy was designed to empower
women to take control of their health, beauty, &
mindset. Our founder & CEO, Jane, brings her 4
decades of experience in the industry & a vast
community of nutrition, natural health, & world-
renowned healing experts to create in-depth &
informational courses. 

REGISTER NOW

107 Congress St.,Portsmouth NH 03801 | janegee.com
hello@janegee.com

The Clean Beauty Academy


